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Release Notes 2008-09-28
Config db ntf: 20080928185500

Analyze db ntf: 20080811172500
Windows Version: 1.5.15.260 :: MAC OS X Version: :: Linux Version: 

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: Various fixes

Configuration Database

FIX Fixed a problem with online update introduced in the previous release
- customers that have a problem with online update can fix this problem through either of the following two approaches:
EITHER.) download the configuration database template from  http://www.panagenda.com/mclic/templates/panagenda.ntf and apply the 
update through a design replace (recommended over a design refresh)
OR.) open the script library "Online Update" in the configuration database in designer, open function "MyInternetGetFile" and search for the 
THREE occurences of [sServerName+":80"] (without the brackets!), and replace ALL THREE occurences with [sServerName+""] (again, 
without the brackets)

FIX Pasting link data from clipboard or database catalog previously did not support *IX environments with paths that contained a "/" instead of "\"

FIX Fixed a problem with managing "local primary names" and "bookmark database" from desktop icon action
- the corresponding references were not rendered into the action xml properly; requires resave of respective icon action documents

FIX Previously, upon initial creation, file deployment document rendered an incorrect action xml, causing the deployment to fail
(after an additional subsequent save of the document, file deployment worked just fine); deployment actions now work immediately upon 
creation

FIX Fixed a problem with location management actions: previously, change only and removal of locations containing a "(" or ")" did not work
- the location names were not escaped in the resulting xml (workaround for previous releases was to enter ( and ) with a prefix \ --> \(, \)
- add, add/change worked just fine with brackets ( )

FIX Connection management actions now properly set the field "only for user"

FIX Fixed a problem with prohibit design refresh for shared image resource "database_icon.gif"
- this requires a design replace instead of a design refresh

FIX Fixed the server tab in location management to not show for management of locations of type "no connection"

FIX The bookmark folder property section in bookmark actions was previously displayed even if both found & not found action were "nothing"

FIX Removed the previously wrongly displayed "restrict to users with certain mailservers only" section for realtime actions

FIX The bookmark action xml in a desktop icon action using a bookmark template was displayed regardless of role [XML];
This is now properly displayed for users with role [XML] only

CHAN
GE

Changed priority range for "notes.ini & variables" action to allow for such actions to run before or after any other action(s)

CHAN
GE

Changed the default priority for bookmark folders; previously a bookmark folder was potentially created after a bookmark wanted to be added 
to it

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Replica ID fields in mass change, desktop icon, and bookmark management actions now allow for the use of references (e.g. <notes:
um_replicaid> or <notes:names_replicaid>)

Analyze Database

- No 
chang
es -

- No changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

NOTE MC_NetworkDirectory supports the same placeholders as MC_WorkingDirectory (e.g. %os_user%)

FIX Fixed a problem where MarvelClient would not run on Notes release 5 (introduced in 1.5.8.241)

FIX Unmerge in notes.ini & variables management actions now works - NOTE that this requires a resave of any ini management action that use 
Unmerge!

http://www.panagenda.com/mclic/templates/panagenda.ntf
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FIX In previous releases, switching user names during login did not have any effect on the actions.xml used
Now, MC_WorkingDirectory can be configured to also include %notes_user% to seperate working directories for multiple notes users on one 
Notes client
NOTE THAT BEFORE LOGIN, synchronisation occurs based on the PREVIOUS user logged on the the machine (Unknown/Unknown upon 
initial setup)

FIX / 
CHAN
GE

backup sets uploaded into a Domino database were previously uploaded by key on a case sensitive basis;
this has been changed to case-insensitive

CHAN
GE

Fixed a problem with icon actions failing that were associated to multiple workspace page documents out of which one or more were not 
visible to user

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

MC_AllowSyncDuringSetup=2 previously only checked for KeyFileName= in notes.ini and existence of the there specified ID file.
now, if KeyFileName is not specified, MarvelClient searches notes.ini for ConfigFile= and checks the thereby referenced (setup) config file for 
an entry KeyFileName= and if found, checks whether the there specified ID file exists

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added replica id info of bookmark.nsf and primary local names to config.xml (<notes:bookmark_replicaid> and <notes:names_replicaid>)

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added current location name to config.xml (<notes:location>)

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

not 
availab
le

not available

.so Updates (Linux)

not 
availab
le

not available
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